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My-invention-relates to an article for alleviat
ing - or diminishing hunger pairs.
My invention relates more particularly- to an

articles of this type - capable of being WOFrr in a
coneealed manner" upon the-body of a Wearer.
In the past:... various: methods of reducing Ol'
securing weight: loss; in obese individuals: have
been used. Gne such method is to apply' re--

ducing bands... over's parts of the humani body.

where itiis's desired to reduce or remove fatty...itise,
sues. Another: method is by the internal. use.
of S0-called reducing: drugs: or medicines. This.

may includes thie: use of: Such drugs: as: methyl.
cellulose or methylcellulose preparations.
It is generally agreed; that methylcellulose.
preparations, or moderately. laxative bulk for al
ers are: among: the fundamental drugs in mediri
cine to suppress the appetite, and Secure. Weight.

O

in the - epigastrium. Thus minimal amounts of
food Will be sufficient to allay the hunger con
tractions, during an important period,
It is a Well-known fact that overweight in over
98% of individuals is due to the ingestion of too
much food and that this 'craving for food is usu
ally due to an emotional tension, My experientee”
has demonstrated that a combination of psycho
therapy designed' to alleviate this tension and
the wearing of this" appliance tor-minimize bulk
hunger has given far better results than the user
of psychotherapy alone or the uses of medicinai
agents such as methylcellulose designed to alle
viate oukhunger
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loss in obese individuals. Sufficient evidence has;
accumulated to show that, methylcellulose; even 20
with the addition of: the amphetamines, is: not.
the complete anSWer.",

The principal object-of-my invention; then, is
to provide an article which applies pressure at
the-lower end of the sternum' and adjacent the
top send of the stomachi
A further-objeet of the-invention is to provide"
a devices of the type described; which is capable
of being worn by a person and held in its proper
position by 'means, of a belt' member fastened
about the body of the -person:
A further object of the invention is to provider
an artiele of the types described capable of bea,
ing Worn-by-a-person in a concealed manner; the
article being adapted to supply continuous re-silient or yielding pressure-in-the region of the

In overweight individuals, increased; appetite:
is a fundamental psychic aspect of medical imir
portance. However, there is an additional ner
chanical aspect, namely, bulk hunger, that,must, 25
be considered. Bulk hunger resultS from. Cons.
tractions of: the empty stomach and is controlled
by the ingestion of any type of known nu
lower end of theisternun.
tritive. bulk material. Bulki hunger is. Satisfied 30 A further-objeet of the invention is to provide
by quantities, whereas appetite is satisfied by in combination with a brassière or “bra;''a-plates
quality of food. Appetite and the desire for the
like member-fastened in the brassière-to apply
taste of food may be Suppressed, yet a person" pressure
over the-region' toff the top' of the stom
remains: hungry for want of food regardless of
ach.
its appeal, because of an empty stomach:
further object of the invention' is to provide
The failureato secure weight loss with methyl 35 in Acombination'
with a foundation" garment or
cellulose and the -amphetamines alone may not
girdle a plate-like member fasterned therein in
be ditle to faitre-to-ctrb the appetite but fails.
such a position that it is capable of applying
ure to completely Suppress the hunger ContraC
yielding rpressure- overthe-region of the top of
tions or peristaltic contractions of the stomach.
the Stonach.
The problem then, is to curb the appetite and 40 Other objects and advantages will be more
suppress bulk hunger so that the decreased calor
apparent from the following description where
ic intake is followed for a length of time.
in
reference is had to the accompanying draw
For a more complete answer to the control of
ings, upon Which
obesity, I have provided an appliance which Will
Fig. 1 is a front perspective view of a person
alleviate bulk hunger and abolish the peristaltic
Wearing
the hunger alleviating article as shown
contractions of the stomach. Which produce hun
attached to a belt or strap for fastening directly
ger. From time immemorial, it has been known
to the body of the wearer;
that if "one tightens the belt,' the empty or
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary front elevational view
gnawing feeling of the stomach diminishes. 50 thereof
showing the position in which it is worn;
Since the hunger contractions of the Stomach
Fig. 3 is a croSS-Sectional view thereof taken
have a rhythmicity due to conditioning by three
on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2;
regular meals per day, an appliance Worn during
Fig. 4 is a vertical Sectional view through the
these periods will be of considerable aid in harm
cup-shaped
member taken on the line 4-4 of
lessly giving the individual a feeling of fullness Fig. 2;
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Fig. 5 is a front perspective view of a person

wearing a combination foundation garment in
cluding a brassière and girdle, showing the man
ner in which the cup-shaped member is posi
tioned in the garment;
Fig. 6 is a front perspective view of a person
Wearing a brassière showing the manner in
which the cup-shaped member is disposed in the

5

brassiere; and
Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view through the

10

brassière and cup-shaped member taken gen
erally on the line 7-7 of Fig. 6.

In the embodiment of the invention which I

4.

into which the cup-shaped member may be
placed. With this construction it can be seen
that by fastening a pocket on the inside of a
brassiere, the hunger alleviating device may be
carried in the purse if desired, and when the
hunger contractions of the stomach occur, the
person may position the appliance in the braS
sière and thus effectively overcome the same.
While in the drawings I have shown a shape
which is generally preferred, it will of course be
understood that the exact formation may be

modified, depending upon the physical require
ments of different persons, both as to size and

other characteristicS.
have chosen to illustrate and describe the Same,
I contemplate that changes and modifications
in Fig. 1. I have shown the cup-shaped member
may
be made in the exact details shown and I
0 formed with a pair of Side ear portions 2 and
do not wish to be limited in any particular; rather
f4, each of which has a slot 6 to receive an end
what I desire to secure and protect by Letters
8 of a strap or belt member 20 which may be
Patent of the United States is:
fastened about the waist of the wearer, pref
The combination with a girdle of an object
erably So that the cup-shaped member will lie 20 to 1.alleviate
hunger pains which comprises a cup
directly below the sternum, with the belt pass
shaped member adapted to be worn directly Over
ing below the ribs of the wearer.
the region of the top of the Stomach, Said men
The cup-shaped member is preferably made
ber having an inwardly directed oval-shaped
of a flexible plastic material so that in use it will
cavity to apply pressure inwardly when Worn, said
be comparatively comfortable, but effecting yield
object being fastened in said girdle medially of
ing pressure inwardly, the member having the
and near the top of the same, said cup-shaped
somewhat oval-shaped cavity 22, having an
member having a curved top peripheral margin
arcuate peripheral upper edge 24 and a Com
or edge extending downwardly and outwardly
paratively straight lower peripheral edge 26. I
from a medial vertical axis and a generally hori
provide a plurality of openings 28 throughout
Zontal lower marginal edge, Said member being
the surface of the cavity 22 for air circulation
made of yieldable plastic material and having a
and to permit perspiration to evaporate.
plurality of openings therethrough in the Surface
AS hereinbefore pointed out, when the ap
pliance is fastened below the sternum and over 5 Of Said cavity.
2. An article for alleviating hunger pains which
the top end of the stomach, the pressure which 33.
comprises a semi-rigid cup-shaped member
is applied will be of considerable aid in giving
adapted to be Worn directly over the region of
the individual a feeling of fullness, with the re
the top of the Stomach, said member having an
sult that Smaller amounts of food will be suf
ficient to allay the hunger contractions of the 40 inWardly dished Wall to apply pressure inward
ly when worn and a top peripheral margin ex
stomach. Since the hunger contractions are
tending generally downwardly and outwardly
periodic due to the habit of eating three regular
from a nedial axis, the lower peripheral margin
meals a day, the appliance may be Worn during
being generally horizontal, slots adjacent the
the periods in which the hunger pains COm
side edges of said member and means engaging
mence and for a period of time thereafter.
In Fig. 5 I have shown the cup-shaped member 45 said slots for attaching the same on the body of
the Wearer, said in Wardly dished Wall having a
O positioned in a foundation garment 30 at a
plurality of Openings throughout its Surface.
point preferably medially below the breast cups
WLLAM. S. KROGER.
32 and 34 of the brassiere portion of the garment.
The member 10 may be held in position in any
suitable or desirable way, but preferably by pro 50 References Cited in the file of this patent
viding a pocket having an open upper end in the
UNITED STATES PATENTS

brassière portion of the garment at this point.

In Fig. 6 I have shown the cup-shaped mem
ber 0 positioned in a brassière 40 at a point di

rectly above the lower band 42 of the brassiere 5
and disposed medially between and below the
breast cups 44 and 46.
As shown in Fig. 7, I have provided an inner

pocket 48 fastened in the inside of the brassière
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